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1. Title 
Procedure for clearing  the pneumatic  pipelines  of electric  locomotives  by 

“Blowing through”.

2. Application:
All classes of electric locomotives.

3. Object
3.1 Western Railway have reported number of cases of malfunctioning of EP 

valves  provided  in  various  equipment,   e.g.,   roof  disconnecting  switch  , 
reverser,  changeover switch and EP contractor,  etc.  On investigation,  one 
common cause of failure has been found to be the presence of dust and pipe 
scales in the pneumatic valves.

3.2 In order  to  minimise  such failures,   all  the pneumatic  pipeline  should be 
“blown through” by the adopting the procedure given below:

4. Reference Drawing:    Nil.

5. Details of Special Instructions:
Procedure for ‘blowing through pneumatic pipeline to be followed at Shed 

during commissioning of each locomotives received from CLW and also by 
the Shed workshop during the various overhauls (AOH, IOH & POH):-

i) Connect  the shop air  supply to the main  reservoir  through a 
large cock and drip trop to ensure clean and dry air supply.  The cock may be 
kept closed initially.
ii) Open the manual  drawing cocks  in  the locomotives  for a  sufficient 
duration ensure that the condensate, if any, is completely drained from the 
system.  Close the drain cocks.
iii) Remove the air strainer unit (Type-T) nearest to the reservoir. 
Keep the pipe and open which is towards reservoir and close the other pipe 
end.
iv) Tap the pipes from air entry connection upto the opened strainer end. 
Open main cock at air entry.  Allow air to exhaust freely through the opened 
pipe end.  Tap the pipe again as above,  to ensure that the dirt, dust and 
pipe scales have been dislodged and blown through.



(v) Close air cock;  replace the air strainer unit  without filter  cartridge. 
Remove the next strainer unit or open up a pine connection farther away in 
the pipe circuit. Repeat the process as given in (iii) and (iv) above.
(vi) Continue  (iv)  and  (v)  until  all  pipes  right  upto  the  equipment 
connection are blown through.
(vii) Final blowing through to be done be disconnecting the pipe connection 
to the EP valves.
(viii) Repeat the operation for all branches of pneumatic pipes leading upto 
various equipment panels and finally the individual equipment.
(ix) Clean  all  the  filter  elements  when  removed  during  the  process  of 
blowing through.  In case filter element is found to be perished or brittle, 
replace by fresh filter element.
(x) For air strainer (Type-T), follow the Special Maintenance Instructions 
(No. RDSO/EL-RS/SMI/10) issued separately,  before their fitment.
(xi) Clean the outlet pipe before re-fitting filter element the ensure that no 
dust particles get into the outlet pipe during the process.
(xii) Clean  the  EP  valves  before  connecting  the  pneumatic  supply   to 
eliminate any dirt or dust particulars finding their way in the valve.
(xiii) Replace the filter cartridge the air strainer units and normalise all pipe 
connections.

6. Periodicity of Implementation of SMI:
On  all  locomotives  while  commissioning  and  thereafter  during  each 
overhaul,  i.e. AOH, IOH and POH.

7. Agency for implementation
i ) Electric Locomotives Sheds.
ii) POH Shops.

8. Distribution
Encl: Nil            
                       Sd/ ( A.C. Sharma)
                                     for Maha Nideshak/ Vidyut.


